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Note from 

DOC   
  

Spring has sprung again!  We are all excited as we're 

taking Spring Cleaning to new heights. New paint, 

floor covering, computers and technology to better 

serve the Wellness Center's mission of educating its 

patients. We are all proud of what we do here and 

happy to see the growth that allows us to stay at the 

leading edge of health-centered dentistry!  

  

  

Continuing Education  

Its Rewards and Challenges 

Robert P. McBride, DDS, MAGD  

I pride myself on being a perpetual student of the profession 

I've chosen and have grown to love. Upon graduation from 

 

  

TOPICS:  
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PRESENTATION  
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TESTIMONIALS  

  

  
    QUARTERLY QUOTE 

  
"The very spring and root of 

honesty and virtue lie in 

good education." 

    

-Plutarch  
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dental school, I had no clue about the important influence of 

oral health on the entire bodily system, nor how an improper 

relationship between the teeth, jaws and their joints could be a 

significant factor in someone developing migraine headaches, 

vertigo and head/neck/facial discomfort. We spent years 

learning about human body structure through studying Gray's 

anatomy and cadaver dissection of muscles, ligaments and 

nerves, but nothing about how they were all supposed to work 

together in harmony and what could happen if they didn't. It 

took many years of seeking out the right educational 

opportunities and keeping abreast of the many advances 

within and outside of dentistry to come to fully understand 

these mouth-body relationships and to gear my practice 

towards offering effective treatments for these unique dental 

problems. These learning adventures have been instrumental 

in the development of my Dental Wellness Center, with its 

core mission of educating patients about the status of their 

entire oral system and its relationship with general health so 

that they can make informed decisions about their dental 

future.   

  

One of the most important components that came out of my 

continuing education, one that has become foundational to the 

premium care that the Wellness Center has to offer is the 

development of the co-diagnosis, or New Patient Interview* 

and clinical examination appointment. This unique co-

learning process involves not only performing a thorough oral 

examination, but also taking the time to get to know my 

patients and listen to their dental concerns so that I may 

discover things about them that will influence their dental 

treatment plan and ensure its success. Another aspect of 

taking the time to get to know and learn about my new 

patients is that it allows for the development of trust,** an 

essential aspect of the dentist-patient relationship and critical 

to delivering the best quality dentistry to people over the long-

haul.  

  

One of the ironic things I discovered during my pursuit of 

continued education, is that the more I learned and the more 

time I gave to patients to provide education and 

individualized care, the more difficult it was to fit it into the 

mold of third party insurance companies. Unfortunately, the 

insurance companies do not acknowledge benefits for 

educational and customized dental services that serve the 

uniqueness of each patient, so I like many other dentists had 

to face many challenges relating to this, since it seemed to go 

directly against the goal of offering excellence in dentistry. 

The following is an overview of some of the big challenges 

that dentists are faced with from the very start based on my 

own past experience:  

  

 

  

TESTIMONIAL

S 

  

"Another stellar 

cleaning"  

-Susan M.   

    

"Having someone 

inside my mouth 

fooling around has 

always been a nerve 

racking experience 

for me and 

sometimes keeps me 

way from the dental 

office."  

Valeria Moran puts me so 

at ease while cleaning, I'm 

so relaxed when I leave 

the office. I feel like I've 

had a top-notch Swedish 

massage at a fancy spa. 

Not many people have hat 

kind of gift. No hygienist 

I've ever seen before has 

anyway. Pleased as 

punch, especially with my 

nice, clean teeth. 

-Margot J. 

   

http://visitor.constantcontact.com/email.jsp?m=1102524771368


  

Through many of my new patient interviews, I hear 

repeatedly of an increasing distrust of the dental profession - 

more so than ever before. As I've written in previous 

newsletters, traditional dentistry is more about repairing the 

effects of dental disease such as teeth repair, their 

replacements and cosmetics. Our primary focus is on 

determining causes rather than effects. I am hearing almost 

daily from new patients about how their previous dentist(s) 

"seemed to be just looking for work to do," or "dismissed my 

concern about receding gums." Sadly, there are reasons for 

this that go all the way back to dental school. Although dental 

school has us learn about the various components of the 

human body via courses in dental and general anatomy, 

pathology, biochemistry, etc., the main thrust has to do with 

the development of our dexterity in teeth removal, repair, 

replacement, etc. Since these are the procedures that pay the 

bills, all dentists must contend with this after dental school 

because today they are faced with debts well over $200,000, 

not including the four years of lost income while in school. 

Adding to the mix is that especially nowadays, in order for the 

dental school graduate to acquire patients, they are very 

compelled to contract with dental "insurance"*** companies, 

which places them on a provider list from which they receive 

a much needed flow of new patients.  

  

I did this right after graduation as it was "the thing to do." 

This pattern remains true to this day, as I know of no dentist 

in or out of my area that has not contracted with insurance. In 

terms of providing excellent dental care, however, this is a 

problematic situation. It places the dentist in a position of 

turning away from this idea of customized care and towards 

recommending contracted services that the insurance 

companies refer to as "LEAT," or "least expensive alternate 

treatment." This is a benefit payment schedule solely based 

upon the dentist's zip code, not upon the uniqueness of each 

patient, the dentist's innate ability, added expertise from 

training after graduation or personal ethics. And there are 

absolutely no benefits for the time-required measures such as 

patient relationship-building or preventive teaching and 

coaching. It is interesting that dental insurance started in the 

1960's and their annual benefit dollar amounts remain exactly 

the same as they were fifty years ago! This creates the 

frustrating reality of enticing many people to base their entire 

dental care upon the limited benefits offered by a 

dispassionate, uncaring 3
rd

 party.  

  

This also created a huge fork in the road for me as a young 

dentist, and it brings me back to the day I made one of the 

most important personal and professional decisions ever in 

"As usual I felt very 

comfortable-among 

friends." 

-Nancy E. 

   

"I had an amazing 

experience." 

I have been working with 

Dr. McBride to heal my 

teeth for about 2 months. 

Even though I have been 

in holistic health for 35 

years, I didn't understand 

mouth health and the 

steps to healing. My first 

big step after collecting 

all the data and choosing 

my course of action was 

to have 3 fillings 

completed, all of which 

were under the gums. Dr. 

McBride executed the job 

with great success and 

confidence. He is a 

perfectionist and the 

whole process was totally 

painless. I am so relieved 

that it went so well. I have 

learned so much about my 

mouth in relationship to 

my over all health. Thank 

you so much Dr. McBride 

and staff. I look forward 

to seeing you all in April 

for my cleaning. 

-Deborah D.  

  

"Great positive 

experience" 

Love the fact there is no 



my path of continuing education - that of rescinding my 3
rd

 

party insurance contracts early on. No longer being on 

insurance company provider lists was risky and done at great 

financial peril not long after graduation when I was deeply in 

debt like most other dentists. I realized then that if I really 

wanted to treat my patients like family and offer premium 

preventive and treatment care, I couldn't do so under the 

influence of a 3
rd

 party that knows nothing about the 

uniqueness of each of my patients. I was actually willing to 

leave dentistry at one point over this dilemma if I couldn't 

make it work outside the reins of the dental insurance system.  

  

Well fortunately the risk paid off, as over time I was able to 

develop a patient base of people seeking the kind of 

individualized care that my Dental Wellness Center offers. 

My practice is a good example of one that has managed to 

thrive in spite of the obstacles dentists are faced with today, 

because we have strived to protect our core values and keep 

the focus on our main priority - our valued patients and their 

unique needs. Although I didn't realize at first that the pursuit 

of continued education would be a forced character building 

experience with many twists and turns challenging me to 

make some big decisions along the way, it has been well 

worth it. Thanks to the great number of patients that value 

what we have to offer, The Dental Wellness Center has 

evolved to its position today of growth by leaps and bounds, 

offering a rare combination of health-centered services. Time 

is valuable and we want to use it in a manner that supports our 

mission of learning alongside each of our patients and set a 

path that will allow them to have exactly the dental health and 

ongoing care that they wish for.   

  

* Access "The Dentist Interview" in "New Patient Info    

   Center" on our website click here 

** Access "Trust" article "New Patient Info Center" on our 

     website click here 

*** Access "Dental Insurance Misnomer" in "Article" section  

       under "Resources" on our website click here  

 

  

 

   

 

 

 

waiting beyond my apt 

time -awesome! If your 

apt is 8am you can expect 

to begin at 8am. 

-Jeffrey R. 

  

"I have had anxiety 

about going to the 

dentist because my 

experiences led me to 

feel disempowered 

and confused about 

the path of my 

treatment." 

 Dr. McBride is very 

patient and passionate 

about educating his 

patients so they can make 

informed decisions about 

their treatment. I felt 

PART OF and a active 

PARTICIPANT of the 

assessment process. 

NEVER had I been with a 

dentist that made such a 

comprehensive 

assessment and took the 

time to explain the 

process. Staff is very 

friendly and welcoming. 

-Norma R. 

   

"Valeria does a great 

job cleaning my 

teeth and providing 

education about 

maintaining dental 

health. I appreciate 

her friendly 

demeanor and great 
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Doc's Talks  

By reservation only  

"Mouth-Body Connection" 

 

   

WHO: 

Dr. Robert P. McBride  

  

WHAT:  

Discover the Mouth-Body Connection. Robert McBride, 
D.D.S., M.A.G.D. will be sharing his valuable message 

about the importance of oral health and how it is related to 
your overall health (gum disease,heart disease, 

TMJ;head/neck pain,vertigo, mercury/amalgam fillings, 
inflammation, diabetes, etc.)  

  

PRESENTATION TESTIMONIAL:   

"Thank you for your focus on finding root causes, prevention, and 
education of patients. I am a holistic nutritionist and I am glad to have a 
great holistic-minded dentist to whom I can refer clients. I am looking 

for a new dentist myself!" -Lynda B.  

  

WHEN:  

attitude!"    

-Jan S. 

   

"I ALWAYS love 

being with you all."  

 -Paulette B. 

  

"I visited  

Dr. McBride's office 

for teeth cleaning." 

     But the hygienist 

found a cracked tooth and 

Dr. McBride was 

available to examine the 

tooth at that same 

appointment. No need to 

go back for evaluation at 

another visit. When I left 

that day I had the options 

and explanations for each 

treatment plan. Everyone 

in Dr. McBride's office is 

friendly and 

knowledgeable. Everyone 

seems to keep on track 

with their appointments. I 

never have to wait and 

can plan my time 

accordingly. I am very 

happy with Dr. McBride 

and his staff of 

professionals. I keep Dr. 

McBride's business cards 

on my desk at work and 

recommend him to all my 

friends.  

-Phyllis M.  

   



Wednesday, March 26th at 6:30pm  

Enjoy healthy food served by Raw Food Chef Debra 

  

WHERE:  

The Dental Wellness Center 

5406 E. Village Road 

(Bellflower and Carson)  

Long Beach 90808 

  

REGISTER 

or 

   

CALL:  

Leanne 562-421-3747   

(seating limited)     

  

 HELP ANOTHER AND 

 

Someone who has dental problems or fears, bad breath, 
unresolved headaches, neckaches, vertigo, or jaw pain. 

  

  

  

The Dental Wellness Center presents 

SAFE Non Invasive Body Imaging 

"Outstanding service 

over a long number 

of years." 

 -Harry M. 

   

"Dr. McBride and 

his dedicated staff 

continue to work 

with me as I undergo 

the process of upper 

jaw bone graphs for 

cosmetic dental 

work." 

Pre-fittings and 

assessments, post surgical 

visits, and regularly 

scheduled cleanings keep 

us in regular 

communication. There has 

been several unscheduled 

visits for delicate 

adjustments to give me 

comfort as my mouth 

changes. The care and 

attention I receive from 

Dr. and staff give me 

physical and mental 

comfort. Dr. McBride's is 

a dental artist and that 

makes all the difference. 

-Rebecca S. 

   

"Always a great, 

professional 

experience!" 

-David G. 

   

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Qqh-Tgv8P7LVfpjFSrAEiTqE-VOmCKAPx_TC55UjuLA-Q8mu27frrXBi7RNqIn_T3glMroUV1EKMHQS5ONtmkHB4QIfGNsuEDcoAyvn8ZSObGfsRUz7igSuIhELksTwnCYsyuyD4lZnhtC4Vj7sgp0qscIv9jsS6vuE8GAJU78jzolgcbyVAQv9L5r05TaoMGf-rDrLMbRQYm7ZWu9j5_-nMEgCdaWWQdzc6krf6JB0eFtWeJ70bS9YAz2OsCHhN9vKoS9KlLlJMOx21ehIF_A==&c=05TgJcsPyIPhtXckF2tMlaZwXfdzAz-yM5sFDy28hM2o4FlA0rQOpw==&ch=owHKkRkaHsXcRbUUNmazHJ1mv6TZ6v1-4o3FLUbgyi0z76pr6m2QmQ==
tel:562-421-3747
http://ui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.jsp?m=1102524771368&a=1116590152186&ea=leanne%40rpmdentistry.com


Thermography Screening Day 

  

   

  

HOW DOES IT WORK?  

Thermal Imaging (Thermography) is a completely SAFE, 
body scanning procedure that has been approved by the 
FDA, and many other leading Councils, Associations, and 

Academies in the medical field. This imaging technique 
provides valuable information about your current health. 

The DITI (Digital Infrared Thermal Imaging) camera scans 
the thermal patterns of your skin and converts them into an 

image. 
Our bodies were designed symmetrically, so by comparing 
and measuring the thermal patterns, we can identify signs 
of potential disease, especially pain and inflammation. This 

test can provide multiple clues to the health conditions 
within your body. It can detect early on, the precursors to 

many types of cancers, years before the cancer reaches a 
stage that becomes more serious to treat.  

Thermal Imaging (Thermography) is especially beneficial 
for breast health, because it can identify abnormalities 8-10 
years sooner than invasive mammograms. The good new 
is, Thermography is SAFE! No radiation, No contact, No 
compression, No pain! This test should be the very first 
clinical breast exam a young woman has in her life, as 

early as 18 years old. 

  

WHEN:  

Saturday, March 29th   

   

WHERE:  

"Excellent care by 

the dental 

hygienist!" 

Very thorough, gentle and 

professional. Highly 

recommend. 

-Kathy W. 

   

"Excellent." 

-Michael T. 

   

"As usual another 

positive, 

professional, joyful 

experience." 

-Jan C. 

  

"Always have a good 

experience." 

-Sylvia W. 

  

"I was very much 

looking forward to 

my initial 

appointment." 

I was pleasantly greeted 

by a few beautiful and 

kind ladies. The 

atmosphere felt so 

positive. I met Dr. 

McBride, he was very 

uplifting; his words of 

wisdom were educational 



The Dental Wellness Center 

5406 E. Village Road 

(Bellflower and Carson)  

Long Beach 90808 

  

REGISTER 

 or 

   

CALL:  

Leanne 562-421-3747   

(reserve your hour)     

  

 HELP ANOTHER AND 

 

   
  

and inspiring. During the 

initial exam he explained 

every procedure. The next 

appointment will be even 

better, more to learn 

whether it's good or bad 

news it will be worth my 

while as I will prevent 

further toxicity to enter 

my body!!! 

-Patti R. 

  

"Great! 

Painless and feeling 

great afterwards." 

-Anonymous 

  

"The doctor was 

very informative and 

truly cares about his 

patients well being" 

-Eric D. 

 

  

 

 

  

       DENTAL WELLNESS CENTER NEWS: 

  

                               Let us WELCOME to our team -  

                          Rachel Braak, Dental Assistant 

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Qqh-Tgv8P7LVfpjFSrAEiTqE-VOmCKAPx_TC55UjuLA-Q8mu27frrQbz2-zObidkQaTR4gKl6o2bVmOisQn5E5cqig6y8wxUweTK7UxT5NGVVBVojjddIJgaw-hZcA7lACMlikQjpvhQBVZBm25Ff7POib_3Uw-k-ihiCsqrd9RIyKDzEtuxxG75ArM0V908wDZYLitowHRpwSS_-gm7F1a5Tkit0H_tciKUf4rGxXWcKKBt0PO2nreI7GM5efZCWYGIH9z9930xf1H1kVhsJg==&c=05TgJcsPyIPhtXckF2tMlaZwXfdzAz-yM5sFDy28hM2o4FlA0rQOpw==&ch=owHKkRkaHsXcRbUUNmazHJ1mv6TZ6v1-4o3FLUbgyi0z76pr6m2QmQ==
tel:562-421-3747
http://ui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.jsp?m=1102524771368&a=1116590152186&ea=leanne%40rpmdentistry.com
http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/email.jsp?m=1102524771368


               My name is Rachel and I am a Dental Assistant. I 

recently graduated from UEI college and began working for Dr. McBride December 2013. 

It is an honor and a privilege to be part of such a wonderful team where the patients care is 

top priority. Everyone here is extremely caring and genuine. What I love most here at the 

Dental Wellness Center is it's not just about "fixing teeth" but also about building a 

relationship with the patient and providing them the knowledge and tools to achieve and 

maintain good health. It's important to not just address what's wrong but also the causes. 

In addition it's also important to establish trust and honesty with the dental office.  

     In my previous experiences I have seen some dental offices treat their patients as just a 

profit and not as a person. Their focus was to do the bare minimum to fix what's wrong 

and then the patient ended up dissatisfied. After seeing this I wanted to become a dental 

assistant so I could help patients have a better experience and get better care. I feel very 

lucky to be at the Dental Wellness Center where they truly care about the patients. 

When I am not at work I love spending time with my family and friends. I also enjoy 

watching movies, going to the beach and spending time outdoors. Since I do not have that 

much experience yet I try to learn as much as I can from everyone and it is my personal 

goal to make sure every patient is happy and has a good experience. 

                

                                      Vanessa Grimes, Patient Coordinator 

                    

Hi, my name is Vanessa Grimes. I have been in the dental industry for 24 years starting 

out while in high school as a file clerk. When I started assisting chair side I realized I had 

a passion for people and enjoyed helping put their worries at ease.  I then decided to 

further my education in the field and I continued my work in a Periodontics office for 15 

years. During this time I got married and had two children. My daughter is now 10 years 

old and my son is 9. We are also celebrating our 20 year wedding anniversary. I was a stay 

at home mom until hey entered school. I was excited to get back to my first love of 

helping people feel comfortable and being valued as a patient in my care. I am very 

honored and feel blessed to be a team member of the Dental Wellness Center. I have truly 

found what I have always looked for in a work environment. We build relationships with 

our patients first. Listening and attending to their needs from a whole body, mind and 

spirit approach. When I am not at the wellness center I enjoy time with my family at the 

beach, camping, girl scouts with my daughter, boy scouts with my son and attending my 

husbands concerts.             

 

 

 


